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The review was assigned based on a decision of the Scientific
Jury, determined by order Ns RD-10-104 of 0g.10.2020 by the Rector of
the Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen. ln order to give my
review, I have received the abovementioned order for the jury together
with the candidate's set of documents for the participant in the
competition. The requirements of the Law for the Development of the
Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria, regulations for this Law (Art.

53, Art. 54 and Art. 57) and the Regulations for its implementation at the
University of Shumen have been observed to the maximum extent upon
my writing the review.

The only candidate in the competition is Yordanka lvaylova
Yankova-Yordanova, PhD, a lecturer in the Department of Engineering
Logistics at the Faculty of Technical Sciences of Konstantin Preslavsky
University of Shumen. The submitted documents meet the basic
requirements of the Law for development of the academic staff in the
Republic of Bulgaria and of the Regulations for its application for holding
the academic position "associate professor".

Yordanka Yankova was born on December 20, 1990. ln 2013 she

received the educational and scientific degree Bachelor at Konstantin

Preslavsky University of Shumen, and in 2o1s she obtained the

educational and scientific degree Master at the same university. ln 2016,

a scientific jury awarded the educational and scientific degree "Doctor" in

the field of higher education 3. Social, economic and legal sciences, in

the professional field 3.5. Public communications and information

sciences, under the doctoral program "Organization and management

outside the field of material production (organization and management

monitoring in the process of manufacturing ecological products).

ln her professional development, yordanka yankova has held
various positions, and since 2a17 she has been a lecturer in the



Department of Engineering Logistics at Konstantin Preslavsky University
of Shumen. She can speak English fluenfly.

The candidate has attached a certificate for meeting the minimum
national requirements. This certificate shows that she meets the
standard set for the academic position of "associate professor". lt offers a
sufficient number of scientific papers (29 articles and reports and a
monograph in two parts) that have not been used for any other
competitions or on any other occasion. The topic of the presented output
is in the scientific field of the announced competition. The publications
show the candidate's affinity for scientific research, BS well as the
successful attempts to apply the results of such research in education.

Some of the publications on the list are independent and the
others are co-authored. From the enclosed summaries, one can
conclude that the candidate has her own style, which has been
developed in the process of work .

Particular attention should be paid to the monograph submitted for
review. lt is in two parts "lntegrated approach to the management of
logistics systems in medium series production", part 1 - 10g pages and
part 2 - 210 pages. on the pages of the monograph yordanka yankova

develops further her understanding for refining the approaches in the
management of logistics systems.

The articles and scientific reports from the list further develop the
impeccable impression of the candidate's publishing activity.

The candidate's publications reveal achievements that are a real
contribution. They could be applied both in production practice and in the
training of staff in these areas of activity.

The authorship in the presented scientific papers is clear and
indisputable. They are written in a specific style and way of presentation.
The materials that have been used are quoted correctly. The analysis of
the thematic lines, which are traced in the overall scientific production of
the candidate, gives an accurate idea of her scientific interests and her
author's participation.
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A few critical remarks and recommendations can be addressed to
the submitted output in the competition in terms of: formulation of
problems, accuracy of analyzes and summaries, methodological level,
accuracy and completeness of results, literary awareness, etc, These
comments do not affect the relevance, significance and nature of the
contributions received by the applicant, nor do they in any way limit their
applicability. Due to the routine and technical nature of these comments
and recommendations, they will not discussed in this current review.

I recommend that the candidate in her future work should pay even
more heed to publications of a didactic nature - textbooks, manuals,
lecture scrolls, methodologies, etc., which will serve the learning process
at the University.

I have discussed the private remarks on the scientific production
and the events as a lecturer with the candidate and I do not think that
they can change the general good impression of the overall activity and
in particular of the publishing one. They do not reduce in the least the
value of the monograph and other publications, as well as the situation of
the candidate's work for obtaining and processing scientific information.
Their purpose is only to sharpen the attention in terms of future activities
and her participation in scientific events.

ln the submitted works, I have not found a representation of own
output, which are fully or partially plagiarized or written by another
author. Neither have I found the use of scientific results published by
another be it without reference or citation. I am not aware of any ctaims
against her by other authors for incorrect use of literary sources, or of
reports of the candidate's publications for plagiarism of an anonymous or
non-anonymous nature.

I have no joint publications with the candidate.

I personally know the candidate. I have reviewed her dissertation
and work for obtaining the educational and scientific degree Doctor.
Having considered her current publications, I think that yordanka
Yankova has made a palpable leap in her preparation and development
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in recent year$. 'T-his 
Iras been confirrnecl by the her mana[ters' opinian of

that she is coping iruell with her assigned tasks. !n her work as a teaeher
she shows a" tendency to apply creativity and looks for c;reative
approaches to solve them by means of new and effective vyr*y$ tr:
achieve her goals.

T"he candidate rrlee{:s tlie requirernents for holding the cor:rpretitive
aeademir: position "Associate professor", definecJ in Ar1,. sg of the
lnrpiementatiorrs ofthe Law for tlre Developrient of ihe /\cadernic Staff in

the Repuhlie of [Sutgaria ancj {.he rnquiries under Art, b4, pffrfi. x.

consicJerirrE tlris, I give l:er an overail posrtive assessment.

Based sn the abovementic,:r'red, I propeise tei the ester:.nrerI
menrhers of the $cierttific Jury to acr:ept the materiafs of the compet.ition,
to evaIuate thern 6reisitively and to propose Dr. Ycrdanka lrraylova
YankOva-Yordanova {;r: take tlre acadenric positron of ',Associate 
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